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Welcome From Andy Rottler
President

Greetings from Seattle!
Welcome to The Cutting Edge, the newest publication from
Rottler Manufacturing. At its simplest, The Cutting Edge is a
business tool designed with you in mind – to help you do your
job more professionally, more efficiently and more profitably.
Since my grandfather, Clarence Rottler, founded Rottler
Manufacturing in 1923, our mission has been clear – to
provide the best machining equipment and procedures to the
automotive aftermarket. Things have changed since that first
portable boring bar was carried on a streetcar to automotive
repair shops to show its versatility! Today, our machines have
multiple computer operating systems, training can be conducted
instantly from across the world via Internet communications and
our customer profile includes much more than just “automotive.”
Yet one thing hasn’t changed: the commitment to excellence
of every Rottler employee. Thanks to unmatched dedication,
diversity and innovative product development, Rottler’s
advanced designs and equipment continue to meet the most
demanding engineering needs of engine builders around the
world.

Rottler Manufacturing, LLC
8029 South 200th Street
Kent, Washington 98032
USA
Toll Free

As you read these stories about our products, procedures and
– most importantly – our people, I encourage you to consider
your current workflow. If there are areas in which we can help
you improve, don’t hesitate to give us a call. Or, if you’re in the
Seattle area, stop by for a visit. We’d love to show you around
our factory so that you can see firsthand the importance we put
in meeting your particular needs.

+1-800-452-0534

We’ll keep moving the world, one machine at a time.

International
+1 253-872-7050

Thanks for your hard work!

eMail
contact@rottlermfg.com

Stay Connected!

Andy

History, High Tech and
How Rottler Has Grown

H

“

igh Tech” has meant different
things over the years, and
today, computer technology is
as good as it gets. Taking a step back
in time, however, reveals how Rottler
has been at the forefront of technology
since the beginning.
After Seattle machinist Clarence Rottler
developed his portable boring machine

His timing was impeccable – back then,
when the “improved” roads were gravel
at best, even cars making the 350-mile
round trip from Seattle to Portland, OR,
probably needed engine work.
Since 1923, the Rottler name has
been synonymous with leading edge
technology. In those early days, “hightech” meant unpowered portable boring

“...unmatched speed and accuracy, raising
the bar among equipment manufacturers.”
during his off hours, he hand-carried it
on a street car to an “automobile row”
auto repair shop to demonstrate its
effectiveness and make sales.

bars, but unsurpassed research and
attention to the needs of the American
engine rebuilding market has allowed the
Rottler family to refine – and redefine –

the standard in rebuilding equipment.
During the 1950s, Rottler offered the
first component capable of fixing the
engine block solidly to a machine’s
base and floating the work head over
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Technology that
Hasn’t Survived

Old School Meets New School

Five Minutes with Ben Ward

Rottler has a history – a legacy,
really – of building innovative, useful
and necessary products, and then
making them better. Unfortunately,
technology doesn’t always move in
the “right” direction.

W

8-Track Tape Players
Ask today’s youth what a CD is and everyone will know.
Show them a cassette tape and there might still be some
recognition.
But pull out an 8-track tape cartridge and you’ll get
nothing but blank stares.
Of course, for anyone over the age of 45, 8-tracks
provided the soundtrack to life. Developed by the Lear Jet
Corporation in the early ’60s, the constant loop of music
that was available by those four great channels made
finding the next song easy (as long as you only wanted to
fast forward) and listening a breeze, both at home and in
the car. Of course there was always that ONE song during
which the track changed…and to this day if you hear it on
the radio you still wait for fade out, the “chunk” and the
fade in.
Sadly, due to the superior technology of the cassette tape
and the CD, the portable 8-track tape cartridge became
extinct during the mid-’80s. The song may remain the
same, but the 8-track didn’t.

Instant Cameras
When Edwin Land’s 3-year-old daughter complained
that she couldn’t see a vacation picture immediately, he
came up with the idea of the instant camera. Selfie-stick
wielding and photo-sharing fans may not understand
today, but the Polaroid camera was an incredible step
forward in photographic technology.
Land intended to remove the barriers between the
photographer and his subject. Being able to see pictures
within seconds without the use of a film developing
service, meant immediate assurance that “you got the
shot.”
Of course, in today’s world of immediate gratification, the
few minutes it took back then for the photo to develop is
far too long, and the number of photos you’re able to take
is far too low. The Polaroid name is still around, however
– a line of photo printers allows you to print digital photos
and just recently, the Polaroid-branded SNAP camera
was introduced that actually produces instant 2x3 color
pictures…without the shaking!
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the surface. This combination led to unmatched speed and accuracy,
raising the bar among equipment manufacturers.
Rottler’s machining technology utilized the “dry cutting” method as
much as possible. Not only did this reduce the clean-up time required
for engine components, it allowed easier and faster fixture changeover.
This attention to detail – so often overlooked – is one of the qualities
our customers have not only come to expect but relied on for decades.
For many years the typical cylinder bore surfacing technique was
straightforward: bore the cylinder to size and then rub the inside of the
bore with emery paper or similar abrasive material. But more than 20
years ago, when oil consumption and engine performance became an
issue during the oil crises of the 1970s, cylinder honing took on a new
importance. Again, Rottler’s technological advancements in honing set
the standard by which today’s equipment is judged. Our recognition of
the importance of cylinder bore finish was paralleled by the awareness
that the gasket sealing surfaces on the engine block needed attention
as well, and cutting edge surfacing equipment was developed.
Also during the 1970s, Rottler made the move to diesel engine block
equipment and today offers many different machines to meet the needs
of the largest engine rebuilders.
As engine designs have changed, Rottler’s equipment has met new
machining standards – because Rottler SET new machining standards.
Rottler consistently addresses the needs of today’s machine shop
by looking at what tomorrow’s
demanding standards bring. Our
dedicated team of engineers is
devoted to developing systems
that increase the accuracy,
speed and flexibility of today’s
engine builders.
Today, “high tech” means
computer-aided design and
immediate wireless connectivity
with customers and technical
support across the entire world.
But the name Rottler still stands
for the most innovation and most
dedicated line of equipment
for the automotive engine
aftermarket. n

ith Rottler’s legacy, it’s hard not
that customer without modifications and
setting up a machine – and I don’t speak
to get lost in the history. More
without a lot of training. Our machines
Japanese,” laughs Ward. “But that’s
than 90 years of building the
are designed for any type of engine
how universal the equipment is. Russia,
machines that repair the vehicles that
building. And it’s got to be user friendly.
China, Europe, South America – we’re
move equipment? Impressive.
We want our customers – even if they’re
just all over the world.
new to the business – to be able to run
That history continues to be living and
“Obviously, today’s technology
the machine and do engine work on it.
breathing. Several of the engineers
allows us to talk to people across the
You can’t make money if you’re struggling world instantly. And our machines are
in Rottler’s design department have
to learn the machine,” he says.
logged nearly a third of that time in the
controlled by computers – that’s only
Kent, WA, manufacturer’s U.S. factory.
Ward has spent time with customers in
going to increase. When they buy a
Shawn Churchill with 31 years and
their shops. By traveling to customers’
machine, every customer gets a webcam
Kevin Ameline with 26 years service,
locations, observing their operations and
that allows them to show us what’s going
have witnessed significant changes
asking questions about the issues they’re on, what they’re doing, what’s happening
in the industry, in technology and in
facing on a day-to-day – or even hourwith the machine so we can instantly
their methods of serving the needs of
to-hour – basis, he’s able to translate
work with them on fixing their problem.
customers.
those needs into new machines that
If we need to, we can even log onto the
eliminate those issues, speed up their
computer in their machine and work
But the new kid on the block – Ben
processes and hold better tolerances
directly with the software. You know how
Ward – has been tasked with helping
for
them
in
operation.
Customers
like
you sometimes hesitate to update the
to develop the new H80 vertical honing
operating system
machine (more about
your personal
the H80 line can be
When we go to work on new design and development, on
computer
because
found elsewhere in
of the time and the
customer satisfaction is a large part of it.
this publication). He’s
hassle? Rottler will do
a local kid who saw
production
remanufacturer
LKQ
(with
that
for
our
customers
at a time that won’t
the world and came back to help Rottler
4 new honing machines in 3 of their
be inconvenient to their business.”
build the next generation of machine to
shops) and champion NASCAR engine
machine the equipment that moves the
For Ben Ward and the rest of Rottler’s
builders Roush Yates Racing Engines
world.
engineering team, understanding what
are instrumental in helping to design
the customer is asking – in whatever
“I grew up in Issaquah, and since I
products that save time, money and
language and whatever neighborhood
was young, I’ve worked on engines,
inconvenience.
that question is posed – is critical to
and always had a desire to work with
“The customer’s feedback is extremely
building the next generation of machine
motorized toys, I guess you could say.
valuable,” says Ward. “Without them,
for this market. n
When I was younger, I had a pretty
we
can’t
produce
a
machine
that’s
good-sized landscaping business with
going to be significantly better than our
some tractors and trailers and stuff. So
competition.”
entrepreneurship is kind of at heart for
me,” Ward says. “I actually went to school
Ward says customer feedback ranges
at BYU in Utah and studied business and
from machine ergonomics (how does
Spanish, and then I transferred to BYU
it FEEL) to the computer interface
in Idaho, where I obtained a mechanical
(how does it WORK) and everything in
engineering degree there.”
between.
With training in business, Spanish and
If one customer feels it’s worth
mechanical engineering and a heart to
changing, the engineers at Rottler know
serve (I served a mission for my church,
that many others may feel the same way.
and so I learned fluent Spanish,” Ward
Future designs may incorporate those
says) the 30-year-old has found a home
requests. But for immediate needs?
at Rottler. Customer engagement is a key Ward says today’s customer service can
job requirement.
be real-time. And the “worldwide web”
means that local customer service may
“When we go to work on new design
mean attention to a machine halfway
and development, customer satisfaction
around the world.
is a large part of it. We need to make
a machine that’s going to work well for
“I was in Japan a few weeks ago

“

”
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First Glimpse

The New Rottler H80
Series CNC Vertical
Stroke Honing Machines
H
oning engine blocks can be a
very tedious ‘manual’ operation.
A machine operator must
be present at the honing machine
throughout the entire process and
isn’t able to leave to attend to other
work. That is until Rottler pioneered
the concept of ‘walk away’ honing.
The latest H80 machines take that
efficiency to the next level with
increased features to allow the honing
machines to work unattended and
the operators to be more productive,
performing other tasks while the
machine is honing a
block.
The Rottler H70 and
HP honing machines
have become the

‘industry standard’ automatic diamond
honing machines worldwide. Rottler
pioneered automatic diamond honing
for engine builders more than 25 years
ago and has combined a tremendous
amount of knowledge and experience
to design a new range of machines
with all the features of the H70s and
HP7A, plus many more! The latest
H80 machines are more advanced
with many additional features
and benefits.
Since Rottler started manufacturing
the HP series diamond honing

top and bottom of each stroke, then
the crosshatch angle may not be
constant at the top and bottom of the
bore. The stroking system of the H80
is mounted on low-friction hardened
steel linear slideways and the motion
is through high-torque servo motors
and high pitch large diameter ball
screw controlled by a fine resolution
optical encoder.
What does this mean to you?
Simply put, these advanced
design technologies allow very fast
direction change and minimize any
variation in crosshatch
angle at the top and
bottom of the stroke.
Consistency, accuracy
and repeatability are the
result.
One of the greatest
features of honing with metal bonded
abrasives – commonly called diamond
stones – is the substantial cost savings
over traditional vitrified honing stones.
Metal-bonded abrasives have a very
long life span compared to traditional
stones resulting in substantial cost
savings over the life of the diamond
stones. They are also able to hone
with water-based coolants resulting
in further cost savings over traditional
honing oil.
Unfortunately, it’s relatively common
for operators to make mistakes,
crashing and breaking honing stones,
especially when honing V blocks. The
honing stones can actually interfere
with parts of the lower cylinder bore
area. Rottler has developed special
software that allows the hone head
to go down into each and every bore
and check for any lower interference

“ With the new H80 series, Rottler has

now designed a true vertical stroking
machine without any rocking motion.”
machines, industry professionals
have doubted the
accuracy of the
rocking headdesign honing
machines. With the
new H80 series,
Rottler has now
designed a true
vertical stroking
machine without
any rocking motion.
One of the
problems with the
rocking head design
is turnaround at the
top and bottom of
the stroke. If the
machine is not able
to change direction
very quickly at the
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to the HP7A model. Once the hone
head is positioned above and lowered
into the cylinder then the CNC control
takes over and hones the cylinder
automatically. Once the machine has
completed the automatic honing cycle,
the operator moves the hone head up
to the clearance position. At this stage,
the operator then moves the hone
head over and into the next cylinder
and starts the automatic honing
cycle again.
before starting the rotation and
stroking system at full power. This
system has already proven to prevent
damage to diamond stones and
holders, extending the life of the
machine and parts and resulting in
further cost savings to the
machine owner.
The most important function when
finish honing cylinder bores is the
roundness and straightness of the
bores. The H80 CNC control is able to
expand and contract the honing stones
automatically and at the same time
control the exact load or pressure that
the stones ‘push’ against the cylinder
wall. As the H80 finish hones the
bores, the load is reduced, eliminating
any distortion in the cylinder walls
resulting in very accurate round and
straight bores.
Rottler offers a range of different
grit size CBN metal-bonded finishing
stones. The CBN stones cut better
than standard abrasives and are
superior to diamond stones for cutting
cast-iron, presenting a clean finish with
no torn, folded or fragmented
metal left behind.
Rottler has introduced three
different models in the H80 series
catering to different types of shops
and applications from small, oneman, grassroots race shops to
large production facilities requiring
extremely fast cycle times and metal
removal rates.

Models
H85A – The affordable, entry-level
H85A CNC Vertical Stroking Machine
is designed for the small shop where
budget constraints are most important.
The H85A includes all the honing
features of the H80 range, but requires
that the hone head be moved from
cylinder to cylinder manually, similar

H85AX – The H85AX model includes
more automated features to further
increase productivity but still maintains
a competitive price to be affordable
for machine shops where budget is
limited. The H85AX includes all of
the features of the H85A with the
additional of powered X axis travel.
Once the honing process has been
completed, the hone head moves up
and over the next cylinder, ready to
be lowered into the cylinder by the
operator. The optional hole-to-hole
software will allow the H85AX to
hone a line of cylinders automatically
unattended. Once the line is complete,
the operator can manually roll a V
block and the machine will be ready
to hone another line of cylinders
automatically. The H85AX has the
ability to be upgraded to the H85AXY
with a field retrofit package.

allows additional automation such as
programmable block roll over system.
Most angled blocks such as V blocks
have cylinder centerlines that are
offset from vertical.
The H85AXY’s features allow
parts such as engine V blocks that
have offset cylinders to be honed
completely unattended with the
addition of the optional programmable
block roll over fixture. After the V block
is rolled over, the H85AXY machine
moves the workhead in and out in the
Y direction to centralize the hone head
and make sure that the hone head
stroke is perfectly vertical, parallel and
on center with each bore centerline.
This system also allows the V block to
be rolled over to allow coolant to drain
out of the water jackets so that the
block is dry when it is removed from
the machine.
The H85AX can be upgraded to the
H85AXY in the field with a retrofit
upgrade package. This upgrade
feature allows a customer to purchase
a H85AX at a lower price and, as
budget allows, upgrade to get the full
automation for maximum productivity.
The H85A is not able to be upgraded.
The H85AXY requires optional
programmable roll over fixture to hone
a complete V block unattended. n

H85AXY – This model is fully
automated to
allow the operator
to walk away from
the machine and
the machine is
able to hone a
complete block
unattended,
saving 75%
of operator
time. Huge
productivity gains
with this model
at a fraction
of the cost of
competitive
machines. The
H85AXY includes
all of the features
of the H85A and
H85AX with
the addition of
automated Y
axis travel which
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Space-Age
Technology For
The Automotive
Industry

W

hen Apollo 11 landed on the
Moon in 1969, NASA used
less computing power to
manage its entire organization than
that found in a single smartphone
today. Technology continues to
advance at an accelerated rate,
and certain manufacturers have
harnessed those advancements for
their customers’ benefits.
Rottler Manufacturing’s proprietary
CNC software has been designed for
users in the engine building industry.
The company’s CNC programmers
have such knowledge and
understanding of their customers and
markets that they have been able
to design products able to handle
any block – yet so simple to operate
that new users can be training their
coworkers in just days.
What Can CNC Machining
Equipment Do For You?
If you’re not using Computer Numeric
Controlled (CNC) equipment in your
shop, you’re missing out the ease,
precision and repeatability demanded
by today’s top engine builders.
The popularity of CNC shop
equipment continues to grow because
it offers so many advantages over
traditional machinery equipment.
• It can reduce your labor expense.
Shop owners who have embraced
CNC say the technology allows them
to do more work with the same number
of employees, or in some cases to trim
staff, said one leading shop owner.
“Once a job has been set up, the
automatic controls take over and do all
of the machine work. If it’s a long job,
the machine doesn’t stop working at 5
o’clock and go home. We can let it run
all night if necessary, and start the next
job first thing in the morning. We used
to have seven people working in our
shop. Now we do the same amount of
work with just two people. It’s a huge
cost savings in labor for us.”
• It can increase your accuracy.
Despite what you may believe, even
your best most skilled operator is a
human being, occasionally has a bad
day and now and then makes mistakes.
Because late model engines have
much closer tolerances than engines
from a few decades ago, you must
be right on when you bore, hone and
machine critical components. There’s
less room for error, let alone outright
mistakes, so once you have a process
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in place that delivers the accuracy you
want, you don’t have to worry about
mistakes messing up a job.
• Do the same job again and again.
And again. Once you’ve set up the
basic machining perimeters for a job,
the programming can be stored and
reused or easily modified the next time
a similar job comes in. For example,
say you want to blueprint a small
block Chevy engine. Once you’ve
established the basic dimensions for
locating and centering the cylinder
bores, lifter bores, crank and cam
bores, deck surfaces, etc., you have
a digital map that be used over and
over again for every engine you do,
with consistent results no matter who
pushes the buttons on the machine.
• Do more work in-house. Keeping
your parts in-house can give you
greater control over your work and
reduces the time it takes to complete
a job by eliminating shipping and
delivery delays.
One of the most popular applications
for CNC machining is for porting
high-performance cylinder heads.
This type of work usually requires
a 5-axis machine that can reach all
areas of the intake and exhaust ports
for a seamless transition. But a CNC
machining center can do more than
heads. It can bore cylinders, line bore
blocks and OHC heads, machine lifter
bores, surface decks, lighten blocks
and even fabricate custom billet parts
from a solid chunk of metal, letting you
offer custom machining services for
automotive and motorcycle customers
and even fabricating custom nonautomotive components for a variety of
industrial and agricultural customers.
A digital probe on a CNC machining
center can be used to map parts,
giving you a blueprint of all the key
dimensions and surfaces on that part.
If you then want to replicate a part out
of solid billet aluminum you have the
three-dimensional map for making it.

CNC Programming
The automatic controls on most
CNC machines use either keyboard
or touch screen inputs. The interface
is Windows-based so anyone who
knows how to use a computer should
have some familiarity with the controls.
The software that actually runs the
equipment ranges from easy to learn to
very complex.
To make life easier for automotive

machinists who are not engineers
or who have not taken a CNC
programming training course, Rottler’s
CNC machines use proprietary
“conversational programming” that
is much easier and faster to learn
than traditional G-code and M-code
programming. So with minimal training,
a Rottler CNC machine can be up and
running in little time and making
you money.
Upgrades can be installed by a
simple download. Like a smart phone
upgrade, new icons or buttons can be
added to an existing display screen or
touch screen to provide new functions
or information.
While CNC machines are often
considered a very expensive addition

to many shops, financing options, as
well as additional productivity, your
payback can come fairly quick. Your
return on investment will depend on
what kind of work you are doing, how
many jobs per day, week or month you
are doing, how much you are charging
for your work, the time and labor
savings you realize from automating
processes, and any additional savings
that result from better quality control
(fewer comebacks and do-overs that
cost you money).

Frankly, the better question is not
“Can you afford it?” but “How can
you not afford it?” Given all of the
advantages that CNC has to offer,
how can you remain competitive in
today’s market without this type
of equipment? n
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P R O F I L E S

M

emorial Machine is a Tulsa, OK-based rebuilder
of heavy-duty diesel and natural gas engine
components. Rex B. Crumpton, the company’s
vice president – operations manager, has been using
Rottler equipment in his shops since the early ‘80s.
“We use Rottler boring/surfacing machines to
remanufacture engine blocks,” Crumpton says. “We
use Rottler boring machines and fixtures to rebuild
connecting rods. And, we use Rottler seat cutting
machines and surfacing machines to remanufacture
cylinder heads.”

R

oush Yates Engines builds over 900 engines per year at
two locations in Mooresville, NC, for various racing series
and the performance markets. Racing teams in NASCAR
Sprint Cup, Xfinity and Camping World Truck Series, as well
as the IMSA Daytona Prototype and Continental Tire sportscar
series rely on Roush Yates engines for their power, performance
and reliability. Roush Yates is confident that the Ford
Performance engine provides the best opportunity to capture the
checkered flag. Rottler equipment is a key part of that equation.

Memorial Machine relies on Rottler equipment to the
tune of roughly 20 pieces of Rottler gear, including its
largest equipment – two F109Ys and one 107Y with
automatic tool changer.
“These machines give us a modern, consistent way to
do the different processes required to remanufacture
engine components,” Crumpton says. “Having a
partner like Rottler is vital to our business. We rely on
them to keep engineering better ways to help us do our
work accurately and efficiently.” n

Dave Bullock, Production Manager at Roush Yates has had a
long relationship with Rottler.

C U S T O M E R

Bullock and his team say the addition of Rottler’s Programmable
Automatic Machining Center provided simplification and
efficiency to Roush Yates’ machine shop.
“The addition of the Rottler F69A and two H75A Vertical Honing
Machines to our shops was the best thing that we could have
done to increase our production. Before, we used multiple
machines with multiple and complex setups. With the F69A we
were able to load a block on one machine, make one setup for
several operations and run programs faster saving us an average
of 6 to 10 hours per block on our fully prepared engines. The
bottom line is the more accurate and faster you can complete a
project the more profitable it will be,” Bullock says.
“Being partnered with Rottler is a big plus for us because the
people at Rottler truly care about the customer, starting at the
top with Andy all the way through the entire company,” says
Bullock. “Having been to Rottler Manufacturing and seeing
firsthand how the machines are made and the pride that each
employee takes in their job, it’s no wonder the Rottler brand
is a company everyone would want to be associated with.
Partnering with Rottler shows our commitment to use the best
and latest technology available to produce the best engines in
the world.” n
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Alan Johnson
Performance
Engineering

F

rom a small farm town in Central California to Victory Lane
at some of the nation’s most prestigious race tracks, the
Alan Johnson Performance Engineering story includes first
class engine design talents, driving and fabrication skills. It also
includes Rottler equipment, which has helped make that story
even easier to tell.
“Our Rottler H75A automated cylinder hone has decreased the manual labor needed to hone our blocks and
sleeves,” says Rick Wilkinson, cylinder head tech with AJPE. “The simple set-up and fully automated design allows our
operators to hone sleeves unattended while performing other block operations.”
AJPE has been serving the drag racing community since 1985, supplying both professional and sportsman drag
racers with the most advanced supercharged engine components available to the general public.
“AJPE manufactures and repairs upwards of 600 billet aluminum cylinder heads per year. Every one of them is finishmachined in our Rottler SG8 & SG8TS Seat & Guide machines,” says Wilkinson. “Rottler’s rugged design and simple
control, benefits both AJPE and our customers…setting records and winning races year after year.” n

rottlermfg.com

P R O F I L E S

“I used my first Rottler machine in 1984,” says Bullock. “That
was an F2 boring machine with a rollover fixture. Currently at
our shop we use the Rottler F69A for all new block operations
including boring, decking, lifter bushing installation, installation
and align boring of main caps, special drilling and circular
interpolations of various block surfaces. We also use the Direct
Path CNC program for specialized decking operations on our V-6
EcoBoost blocks.”

C U S T O M E R

Memorial
Machine
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Rottler’s Automated Commitment
To Performance & Profitability

W

hile Silicon Valley tends to get the bulk of the
attention for technology advancements, don’t
overlook the contributions of the Emerald City.
Rottler pioneered programming and automation for
engine builders over 30 years ago when electronics
was still in its infancy. In fact, Microsoft was just getting
going! Rottler has always pushed the boundaries
with electronics to provide programming (memory)
and automation. Many of the processes required for
machining engine parts are repetitive and can be done
by a computerized machine tool.
High-end programmable automated machine tools
often are extremely expensive and may be a challenge
for small engine builders to justify or to find financing to
purchase them. Rottler’s approach is different - we’ve
focused our R&D on simplified automation for lower
cost machines. New machines have been developed
to repeat simple processes like cutting valve seats in
a cylinder head or boring and resleeving cylinders in
blocks. Rottler has also developed new machines for
automated cylinder honing.
There’s no longer a need for an operator to stand for
hours at a honing machine honing, measuring, honing,
measuring, over and over again for one cylinder then
doing the same thing again for each cylinder in a block
– 8 times for a V8!
Manual machines require an operator to literally stand
permanently at the machine doing the same thing eight
times over for each block! Not only is this an expensive
waste of manpower costs but also is fatiguing for
operators, especially for production facilities. Machinists
become bored and unproductive and do not enjoy their
job, producing poor quality and low productivity results.
Rottler has developed a machine that can allow the
operator to set up a block and press the “CYCLE
START” button then walk away to another machine or
shop responsibility. The machine does the complete
block – all eight cylinders, completely unattended.
It even tilts the block both ways to let all the honing
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coolant drain out so when the block is removed from the
machine is it dry and does not waste or spill coolant on
the floor.
The new range of machines (with X as part of the
model code) has been branded with the XCELERATE
logo – this describes Rottler’s automation and focus
on customer needs. More than just a catchy name,
it’s a commitment – we understand and believe that
automation reduces your machining steps, allowing jobs
to be completed in less time, increasing productivity and
resulting in increased profits.
Many programmable automated machines can actually
pay for themselves simply by labor saving costs. Ask
your Rottler representative for a time study that can
show how the labor cost to pay an operator is often
more than the monthly payment on a lease for an
automated machine. n

your machining time,
productivity & profits!
SG10

Cuts a line of valve seats
or reams valve guides automatically! Quick tool
change and the other line of
valve seats or valve guides
can be done automatically

H85
F10

Bores and sleeves
a complete line of
cylinders - automatically

Hones a complete line of cylinders automatically! Hone a complete
V block automatically unattended
with optional auto
rotate V fixture
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HOUSE
15th –16th
October 2015

2015

Thursday 10/15
9am to 4pm - Open House &
Seminars

Please register before
Welcome Dinner (at Rottler
Factory)
October 2, 2015
Friday 10/16
9am to 4pm - Open House &
Seminars

RSVP at

www.rottlermfg.com/openhouse
Space Needle Appreciation
or call (253) 872-7050
Dinner
(limited availability)
Please register before October 2, 2015
RSVP at:
www.rottlermfg.com/openhouse
or call (253) 872-7050
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hether you’re looking for a
cell phone, an antique vase
or a new car, worldwide
commerce means you can have
virtually anything shipped to you.
Have you ever given a thought to the
procedures that are required for a
product to be shipped across town,
across the country or across the world?
The shipping department at Rottler
Manufacturing pays attention to
logistics every day – and when
you’re dealing with a 25-ton F109AH,
crossing the T’s and dotting the I’s
isn’t just a nice gesture, it’s critical on
several levels.
According to Terry Thostrud, Rottler’s
Assembly Operations Manager, the
procedure involves many people across
multiple departments.
“We have individual work cells for
each model of machine that we put out.
Once they’re completely assembled,
they go through the test cycle in each
department,” says Thostrud. “When the

guys are done testing them, then they
will get a hold of me or the painter to
come and look and see if it needs any
touch up and to put the stripes on. And
then they do the initial machine oiling,
the cosmoline protection, and lock the
machines down. Then they call the
crating department.”
Thostrud says the crating department
will, in most cases, move the finished
machine to a staging area and begin
the final procedure for shipping.
“Unless it’s one of the big machines,
they’ll look it all over, clean it up,
remove any hand prints or fingerprints
that are left on them. And then they’ll
continue with the cosmoline to protect
all the exposed machine surfaces.”
Next comes the bagging – yes, even
the biggest machines are bagged for
shipping, Thostrud explains. “They’ll
prepare the pallet and the crate and
prepare the bag – we call it the tin foil
bag. We’ll cut that to the size for the
machine and they attach that to the

pallet. Finally, we seal up the bottom
with rubber and silicone.”
The machine is set on the crate,
moisture-absorbing packs are added,
and once everything is secure inside
the bag, the bag is pulled over and
heat-sealed closed. The remainder

of the crate is then put up around the
machine and it’s finally ready to deliver.
“The only difference with the bigger
100 machines is that they do the
packaging right in the assembly

SIGNED, SEALED,

DELIVERED

department,” Thostrud says. “Because
the machines are so large, we’ll take
the spindle unit – the work head – down
off from the top of the column and
secure it to the deck. It’s shipped in two
pieces, securely connected together.”
Whatever the final location, each
Rottler machine is packaged with care,
then placed onto a truck, a train car or

a ship for delivery. Once it’s delivered,
a Rottler representative helps with
installation.
“The rep pretty much takes care of it
all and then he gives the initial training
course on running the machine. There’s
a certain amount of training that’s
included with the set up. A lot of guys
will pay for extra training, as well. Plus,
with our Internet functionality built into
our machines, we’re always available
for on-the-spot training as needed,”
Thostrud says.
He reiterates that, at Rottler, quality
control is a shared responsibility, and
it’s one taken very seriously. Every
step along the production process,
every member of the team is looking
for issues. Luckily, they have an
experienced mentor in Terry Thostrud

to help them identify and correct
problems.
“I’ve been here 42 years,” he says,
“and some of the other guys have been
here more than 40 as well. With some
of our engineers pushing 30 years,
there’s not much we don’t know what
to look for.
“All the work cells are working on
things all the time,” Thostrud says.
We’re bringing up at least one of each
model all the time. Like right now, over
in the 100 department, we have four or
five units coming up right now.”
Thostrud says things look bright and
the crating department expects to
stay busy.
“As long,” he says with a grin, “the
sales people keep busy selling.” n
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So Advanced, It’s Simple
Technology has advanced at an amazing rate,
and certain manufacturers have harnessed
those advancements for their customer’s
benefit. Rottler is the world leader in
developing machines that are so advanced
yet so simple to understand and operate.

Boring
Surfacing
Line Bore
CNC Machining

Connecting
Rod
Machining

Cylinder Head
Seat and Guide
Machining

CNC Vertical
Honing for Blocks
and Liners
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